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15th Annual Annual General Meeting
ARCO’s 15th AGM was held on 10th October 2009 in
the auditorium of the Defence Forces School of Catering
in McKee Bks. Forty-four members attended and fifty
six sent their apologies. Lunch was held in the Officer’s
Mess at the conclusion of the meeting. Again we would
like to express our appreciation to Comdt Pauline O’
Connell, Mess President, and her staff for the excellent
meal and service provided. Also we thank the OC of the
Defence Forces Catering School for the use of the
auditorium.

ARCO 2009 Annual General Meeting

Members who attended the 15th AGM – 10th October

The President opened the meeting and welcomed all present and
invited them to stand and observe a minutes silence in memory of
our comrades who have passed away since our last AGM. The
meeting continued as per the Agenda set out in the 2009 Autumn
Newsletter with the President presenting his report followed by the
other office holders. In continuance of an aspect of our strategy the
annual meetings were held with the Secretary-General DOD and
RACO. Meetings with the General Staff and the Minister for Defence
are being arranged for November. A field trip to Brussels, the WW 1
Battlefields and Paris was organised for members in February. This
was deemed to be very successful with visits to various HQs in
Brussels where DF Officers are serving and to Mont Valerian in Paris
the HQ of the Chad Mission headed up at the time by Lt Gen Pat
Nash. Special thanks to Cols Dick Heaslip and Brian O’ Connor for
their hard work in organising the trip. Work on a Veteran’s Policy
Document in conjunction with ONE and IUNVA is still ongoing with
a meeting scheduled for 15 October. The committee is involved in
discussions with the Military authorities to acquire suitable office
accommodation for the Association in Mc Kee Bks. In furtherance of
increasing the Association’s profile some of the EXCOM meetings in
2009 were held outside of Dublin, namely in Collins Bks., Custume
Bks., and the Naval Base Haulbowline. We were made very welcome
by the GOCs and FOCNS. This practice will continue into the future.
Contacts have been established with the officers of the Senior
Citizens Parliament with a view to the Association gaining affiliation.
The meeting agreed that the stock of Miniature Swords held in the
Cadet School for presentation to the best cadet annually should be
replenished by the Association. The committee have commissioned
a plaque containing the names of those unit commanders who
served in the Congo. No such record exists and to rectify this
omission the plaque will be presented to UNTSI. The Association
was represented at various state and military ceremonies throughout
the year. All of these activities are part of the ongoing efforts to raise
our profile, broaden our appeal and continue our strategy to become
more relevant to our membership.

The Hon Secretary and Hon Membership Secretary presented
their respective reports. The Hon Secretary, Lt Col Ken Kelly, is
stepping down after serving five years on the Executive
Committee. We thank Ken for his hard work and commitment
to the Association and wish him well for the future. The Hon
Membership Secretary reported that current membership
stands at 719 and 32 new members joined over the last twelve
months. The audit report showed net assets of Euro 34,650.06
and an Excess Income/Expenditure of €130.06. The President
on behalf of ARCO thanked the Hon Auditor, Comdt Pat Casey,
for his continuing work in auditing the accounts.
The President thanked the outgoing committee, and in
particular Lt Col Ken Kelly and Col Jim Mortell who were not
going forward for re-election as Hon secretary and Branch
Representative Eastern Brigade Area respectively. Col Mick
Lucey is stepping down as President. The incoming Executive
Committee, duly elected, are as follows :
President
Vice President
Hon Secretary
Hon Treasurer
Hon Membership Secretary
Eastern Branch
Southern Branch
Western Branch
Curragh Branch
Air Corps Branch
Naval Service Branch

Col Brian O’ Connor
Brig Gen Liam Mac Namee
Lt Col Joe Ahern
Comdt Mick O’ Byrne
Col Dick Heaslip
Col Mick Lucey
Comdt Billy Campbell
Col Fergus Bushell
Lt Col Sean Scanlon
Brig Gen Gerry Mc Namara
Col Senan Downes
Brig Gen Liam Mac Namee
Col Dick Heaslip
Col Kevin Hogan
Lt Col Mick Hipwell
Capt (NS) Charlie O’ Donnell
Lt Cdr Peter Dunne

Defence Forces
Purchase Light Tactical
Armoured Vehicles

Lt Col Tom Aherne

The Defence Forces identified a requirement to
procure Light Tactical Armoured Vehicles (LTAV) in
order to complement APCs in the conduct of Peace
Support Operations. This multipurpose vehicle was
intended to fill a capability gap that exists between
soft skinned vehicles and APCs. The changing
nature of Peace Support Operations also dictates the
requirement for a vehicle that is robust, flexible and
easily transportable throughout likely areas of
Defence Forces deployment. Following an extensive
selection process the RG32M, supplied by BAE
OMC (South Africa), was selected as the vehicle that

best met the needs of the Defence Forces in this area.
The vehicle combines speed with tactical versatility. It is lighter
than an APC and is therefore more easily transportable by air.
The RG32M also provides substantial levels of protection from
small arms fire, shell fragments and landmines. Each vehicle will
be fitted with a CBRN Overpressure Life Support System.
Once deployed, the RG32M will provide the Defence Forces
with a protected and discrete platform for the conduct of
reconnaissance and surveillance by dedicated teams in order to
provide the commander with information that is essential to the
execution of modern Peace Support Operations (PSO).
The LTAV will provide a wide degree of flexibility to the
commander. In order to achieve this aim a number of variants
have been designed. Intelligence Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (ISR), Surveillance and Target Acquisition (STA),
Communications Information and Signals (CIS) and Standard
variants will form part of the family of vehicles. The ISR variant
which is pictured, will mount a 12.7mm Remote Weapon Station
or 40mm.

T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N
Crew:
Weight:
Payload:
Max Speed:
Range:

Automatic Grenade Launcher (AGL), the Standard variant will
mount a 7.62mm GPMG. It is intended that the RG32M and its
variants will equip the Defence Forces Intelligence Surveillance
Target Acquisition Reconnaissance (ISTAR) contribution to the
EU Battlegroups that are being prepared for potential overseas
deployment in 2011/2012.

Dimensions:
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9.5 Tonnes
1.4 Tonnes.
120 Kph
700km on Road.
350km Off Road.
Height – 2.44m,
Length – 5.30m,
Width 2.16m.

PROTECTION
Stanag 4569 level 2 Ballistic Protection
• 7.62mm API
• 155mm Shell Air Burst at 80m Stanag
4569 level 2a & 2b Mine Protection
• 6kg Mine explosion pressure activated
under any wheel
• 6kg Mine explosion under centre.

Delivery of the initial 27 vehicles will be completed by the end of
June 2010.
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Naval Service
Commissioning 2009

NEW PRESIDENT
OF ARCO

Lt Col Ken Kelly presenting the Miniature Fleet Telescope
to S/Lt James Brophy in the presence of
Mr Willie O' Dea T.D., Minister for Defence

Col Brian O' Connor

Ar dheis Dé go raibh
a n-Anamacha
Deceased Officers
Our condolences to the families and friends of
those who passed away since our last Newsletter
went to print:
Col Hugh (Herbie) Mc Dwyer
Col Joe Laffan
Comdt Larry Coughlan
Lt Gen Tadgh O’ Neill
Col Eamonn Quigley
Col Derry O’ Riain
Comdt Gus Ahern
Col Mick O’ Shea
Comdt Paddy O’ Shea DSM
Lt Cdr J.J Grannell
Capt Alasdar MacCana
Lt Col Jack Mc Greal
Capt John Fitzgibbon
Comdt William Kiely
Capt Derek Furniss (Air Corps)
Cadet David Jevens (Air Corps)

23 August 2009
01 September 2009
13 October 2009
17 September 2009
27 October 2009
03 November 2009
14 November 2009
01 December 2009
01 December 2009
13 January 2010
01 February 2010
10 February 2010
20 February 2010
26 February 2010
12 October 2009
12 October 2009

Welcome to
ARCO’s new
members:

ARCO WEBSITE
www.iarco.info

Col R. Quinn

Members should be
aware that ARCO maintains a website for
the Association which also has links to
other related websites. Within the
website you will find general information
and also details of upcoming
Presentations to officers and the names
and funeral details of recently deceased
comrades.

Capt (NS) P. Keaney

MEMBER’S Email ADDRESS

Maj Gen P. O’ Sullivan
Col B. Fitzgearld
Col S. Kilbride
Col C. Mac Namara
Col J. Monaghan

Lt Col M. Gibson
Lt Col J. Mc Keown
Lt Col T.J. O’ Brien
Comdt M. Costello
Comdt D. Cronin
Comdt T. Griffith
Comdt P. Quinlan
Capt E. Marshall

EDITOR’S NOTE
The Newsletter is issued in Spring and Autumn. Articles or items of interest are always welcome. If you have
something to contribute please send it to the Editor at melucey@hotmail.com or by post to Col M.E Lucey
(Retd) 228 Grange Road., Rathfarnham, D16.
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Members who have not already
provided the Association with their
e.mail address are invited to send it to
Col Dick Heaslip, the Hon Membership
Secretary. This will facilitate the
Executive Committee in communicating
with members on matters such as Field
Trips to overseas locations and other
items of interest which may arise from
time to time and needs to be
communicated quickly. This can be sent
to the Hon Membership Secretary using
our FREEPOST ADDRESS at;
A.R.C.O. P.O. Box 10414
FREEPOST F4129 DUBLIN 6W.

Your Annual Service – Part 2
Following on from the
excellent article on medical
matters submitted by Col. Maurice
Collins in the Autumn edition of
the Newsletter, it occurred to me
that personal legal matters
should receive equal attention
in the “regular check-up”
scheme of things.

1. Consult Your Solicitor.
Independent professional advice is
recommended in every matter. You will
find a plethora of guides and booklets of
every description for every subject but
there is no substitute for good
professional advice in a given situation as
individual circumstances are rarely
identical. It is worthwhile to establish a
relationship with professional advisers be
they doctors, accountants, architects or
whatever. Solicitors are ideally poised to
be of assistance in personal matters
particularly in respect of wills, succession,
real property, employment, family law or
general litigation. Is time of the essence in
such matters and is the Statute of
Limitations of any urgent relevance to
issues in your life? Your solicitor can issue
and defend legal proceedings on your
behalf. The solicitor’s profession is highly
regulated for your benefit and there is
considerable protection in place for clients
including professional indemnity
insurance.

2. Where Are Your Title Deeds?
If your property is mortgaged, your title
deeds will be in the custody of the
relevant bank or building society by way
of security as distinct from safe keeping.
Check if the mortgage applies only to the
property which is the subject of the loan
or does it also apply to “all sums due”
including personal loans and overdrafts?
If you repaid your mortgage in full, did
you recover your title deeds? If so, has
the mortgage itself been registered with
the Property Registration Authority as
being satisfied in full? Have top-up
mortgages been released and might there
be a cross mortgage on a second
property?
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Have any title matters changed? Are
there any boundary disputes or issues
relating to rights of way or easements in
relation to septic tanks that require to be
regularised? Have you acquired the
freehold title in addition to a leasehold
interest (by a purchase of the ground rent)
and is that title properly registered? Do
you need a formal review?
On the other hand, have there been any
events that will impact upon title matters
such as deaths on title, insolvency, marital
status, family law proceedings, sub
lettings or further building developments
that would occasion a grant of planning
permission (or an architect’s certificate of
exemption) and certificates of compliance
with the Building Regulations and so on?
Building Energy Rating certificates are
relevant for sales or lettings from this year.
Preserve all such original records.
Do not be tempted to tidy up the file by
discarding old title records such as old
search results or probates etc. Maintain
all deeds and accompanying records
together, no matter how old, in a secure
place.

3. Have You Completed A
Personal Assets Record?
Everybody should maintain an updated
summary of relevant personal asset
information that will serve as an
informational guide to family members in
the event of death or incapacity. *Typical
record sheets (obtainable from solicitors
and accountants) will record employment,
pension, taxation and social welfare
information, general financial and legal
information and a reference to wills,
executors. trustees and professional
advisers, as applicable.

proceedings records (including
court judgements, awards or
decrees), family law records
(birth and marriage certificates,
separation agreements,
maintenance orders, or a
decree of divorce), corporate or
partnership records, recent
returns to the Companies
Registration Office or the
Revenue Commissioners,
company directorships
(including valid resignations
therefrom), tax clearance
certificates, deposit receipts,
guarantees, warranties,
builder’s indemnities,
copyright, organ donation and
graveyard plot records.

4. Have You A
Valid Will?
A retired army officer
once boasted to me that
he had made a will as far
back as the 1960s when
he served on UN duty in
the Congo. He was not so
pleased when I advised
him that the will was
invalidated by his
subsequent marriage! My
advice is that every
existing will should be
located and reviewed
especially in the light of
altered family and taxation
circumstances. What of
capital tax implications for
beneficiaries? Is financial
and tax planning advice required? Are
you aware that some capital tax
thresholds were reduced in 2009? Some
are now availing of reduced property
values to dispose of property to children.
Do you need to update the appointment
of executors, trustees or guardians of
infant children or do you simply need to
update financial values?
If you have not made a will, then you (and
your spouse) should do so without delay.
You will not be a prisoner of it as you may
alter it as frequently as you wish. It is not
expensive to have a will professionally
drawn and you can also avail of the
opportunity to have a consultation on
succession law and other relevant matters
at the same time.

5. Consider An Enduring
Power of Attorney?
This particular statutory form of attorney
allows a person of good mental health to
give a power to specifically nominated
persons to take lifetime decisions for them
in the event of mental incapacity. A will is
different in that it takes effect from death
and the usual power of attorney is also
different in that it ceases to have effect
when the donor becomes mentally
incapacitated. Such decisions may relate
to personal care, property and financial
affairs etc. It is an invaluable facility for
older persons, in particular, and it is worth
investigating further.

Do not forget items in storage
in banks for safe keeping, if any, and what
of old prize bonds, share certificates, life
assurance policies or post office
accounts? Are there any medical or social
welfare records that may be relevant to
entitlements or eligibility in later years?
Might you still be the registered owner of
the car you sold recently and have you
notified all and sundry of your last change
of address? The list is endless!
Doubtless, I have omitted items of
significance to some but hopefully, I have
drawn attention to matters of general
interest to many. Comment welcome.

6. What About A Document
Audit?
Having mentioned title deeds and wills,
have you located, filed, indexed and
reviewed other significant legal
documents, such as, legal agreements,
landlord and tenant records, legal
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Comdt (Retd) Michael J. Baynes, Solicitor.
Email: baynesco@eircom.net
* A Personal Affairs Checklist is contained
in Annex ‘A’ to the ARCO Bereavement
Document issued to all members.

Nursing Home
Subvention
Brain McDonnell
On the 5th October 2009, the Minister for Health and
Children announced that the Nursing Home Support
Scheme 2009 would come into effect on the 27th
October of that year. For public relations purposes,
the Scheme was named the “Fair Deal”, ostensibly
providing new arrangements for payment of nursing
home subventions to “qualified persons”.

valid claim under the
Scheme. The Ombudsman
has already criticised the
legislation for the lack of
clarity as to what services
would be covered by the
subvention arrangements
and what would have to be
paid for “extras”.

In order to qualify for subvention, applicants must pass two
tests:

Additionally, in a related
development, the Minister
has imposed on nursing
home providers,an annual
fee of euro190 payable to the Health Information and Quality
Authority (HIQA) in order to fund its new inspection service.
Inevitably, this levy will be passed on to the residents of nursing
homes as an “extra”.

• Care Needs Assessment undertaken by
The Health Services Executive (HSE)
• Financial Assessment comprising a means test on
the income and assets of the applicant.
It appears that 80% of assessable income and 5% of assets will be
payable to a Nursing Home but the 5% of the Principal
Residence will “only” be charged for three years, giving a cap of
15% on this part of an applicant’s assets.

It is clear that this purported “Fair Deal” is complex in its
application to and the entitlement of those seeking nursing
home care subvention. Old people having to deal with the
bureaucratic morass involved have an unenviable task.

The Scheme has been hailed (in a Press release) as “ground
breaking”but there is an additional test which, predictably, has
received much less publicity, viz; de facto budgetary rationing or
budgetary control. This arises because the HSE states that it has
a set a level of funding for the Nursing Home Support Scheme,
each year.

Information and documentation on the Scheme is available on
the HSE website www.hse.ie or from its offices. The guidelines
available indicate that applicants may need to seek legal advice,
in certain circumstances.

Translating this into English, it is obvious that even where the
above means tests are satisfied, an applicant has no way of
knowing whether there are sufficient funds to meet an otherwise

Regrettably, from the above , it is clear that ARCO cannot really
offer advice to individual applicants. Some Fair Deal!

more news . . .

Annual Meeting with General Staff and
Presentation of Cheque for DFBF

Changing of the Guard

L to R: Col C. Campbell D.SPO, Brig Gen L. Mac Namee,
Maj Gen D. Ashe A/COS & DCOS(SP), Col B. O' Connor,
Maj Gen S. Mc Cann DCOS(OPS), Col M.Lucey.

Outgoing President Col M. Lucey handing over Chain of
Office to Incoming President Col B. O' Connor.
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Budget 2010 from
a pensions point of view
Lt Col J. Ahern (Retd)
When viewed in isolation the 2010 Budget
was not a bad one from the point of view
of the public service pensioner. However,
both the immediate past and the medium
and long term future are somewhat less
sanguine. The Minister for Finance made
the point that the December 2008 Budget,
the Supplementary Budget of April 2009
and the December 2009 budget should be
seen as a continuum of measures aimed at
stabilising the State’s finances. Perhaps
the single most adverse measure in the
Budget introduced in December 2008 was
the income levy on gross earnings which
while it was quantitatively a reduction in
salary for serving public servants, had the
advantage for those retiring that their
pension remained linked to the pre-levy
salary level. The Government, employer
organisations and many influential
commentators have identified pension
provision as a major threat to the future
wellbeing of public finances. The Green
Paper on Pensions was published in 2007
with the understandable objective of
ensuring that all citizens of the state would
have access to pensions that would ensure
that they would be able to maintain their
standard of living into retirement. The
underlying tone of the document is one of
unease about the sustainability of the
State’s capacity to meet its pension
obligations in the longer term. Even then,
when the extent of the financial meltdown
facing the country was not fully apparent,
public service pensions in particular were
becoming a source of anxiety to the
Government and others. The Green Paper
acknowledged that because we have one
of the youngest populations in Europe,
changes in our pension framework can be
adjusted to peak at some time in the
middle of this century and therefore need
only be applied to future appointees to the
public service. Circumstances have altered
considerably since then and with them, the
Government perspective on pensions.
The Green Paper outlined eight possible
courses of action in relation to public
service pensions, as follows:
• Raise the minimum public service
pension age,

• Increase the rate of pension
contributions,
• Modify the ‘pay parity’ basis for post
retirement increases in pensions,
• Removal of fast accrual terms,
• Abolish certain notional years added
arrangements,
• Options for accounting pensions costs,
• A slower accrual rate in respect of
retirement pension and lump sum,
• Move to calculate pensions on the
basis of ‘career average’ earnings.
The point is made that these options are
simply put forward for discussion and that
the Government was not committed to
implementing any or all of them. The
recently published ‘National Pensions
Framework’ which presents the hardened
policy emerging from the Green Paper
discussion, veers towards embracing all
the options rather than some and reflects
the reality of the straitened condition of
public finances. The framework document
sets out the main provisions of a new
single public service pension scheme
announced in the 2010 Budget as follows:
• A new minimum public service pension
age of 66 years which will be linked
henceforth to the State Pension age
• A maximum retirement age of 70 years
• Pensions will be based on ‘career
average’ earnings rather than final
salary. A specific pension accrual rate
will be applied to pensionable pay so
that each year public servants will earn
or accrue a certain amount of pension,
payable on retirement.
• The fast accrual terms which apply to
the Permanent Defence Forces, Gardai,
Prison Officers and Fire Fighters as well
as payment of their pensions at their
early retirement age will be continued
to reflect the operational needs of
those organisations.
For PDF officers who will fall within the
remit of this planned pension scheme
which will according to the Government
be in place by 2011, the measure of
greatest concern is that which would
replace the final salary criterion with a
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pension based on ‘career average’
earnings. In recent decades most officers
experienced their peak earnings for a
relatively short number of years at the end
of their career having spent a long
apprenticeship in more junior ranks.
Various allowances and even overtime are
factored into pension calculations in other
areas of the public service which boost the
pensionable income at junior levels. This
does not apply in the case of PDF officers
and combined with early retirement ages
and the truncated years at senior rank
would mean that the ‘career average’
calculation would have a hugely adverse
effect on the pensions awarded to retiring
officers in the future.
In his budget speech the Minister for
Finance said that the link to earnings or the
‘pay parity’ basis for post-retirement
pension increases was under review and if
discontinued would save ¤21 billion or 20
per cent of the current pension bill. The
framework document says the
Government will consider the cost of living
index (CPI) as the basis for future
increases. He also announced reductions
in public service salaries of 5 percent for
those earning up to ¤30,000, 7.5per cent
reduction on the next ¤40,000 and a
reduction of 10 per cent on the next
¤55,000 of salary. Unlike the income levies
which did not have an effect on pensions,
these reductions will decrease pensions
and gratuities from 2011 onward. Pensions
will remain unchanged for those already
retired and therefore in effect the link
between the salaries of serving and retired
personnel has been severed, albeit in
favour of the retired for the time being.
There is little doubt that future
adjustments in public service pension
payments will be based on the CPI rather
than on changes in equivalent salaries of
serving personnel and there will not be a
return to ‘pay parity’ in the foreseeable
future.
Public sector pensions are caught in the
eye of a perfect storm brewed from
(Cont’d over . . . )

Medical Matters . . .

Low Back Pain
Col (Retd) M. Collins, MICGP,FFOM
Low back pain is very common and
most of us have experienced it at
some stage during our lives.
Despite the fact that it may be
severe or more persistent than
expected, back pain is usually
mechanical in nature and is not a
serious illness. Doctors refer to this
kind of problem as “simple back
pain” and the diagnosis is made by
history and examination. X Ray
examination is of little value and
the radiation exposure is rarely
justified. Current treatment policy,
which has evolved from years of
reviewing the evidence of
experience, is directed towards
maintaining mobility and early
return to work. Patients are
encouraged to try to keep mobile,
temporarily reducing levels of
activity if necessary, treated with
anti-inflammatory and pain
relieving drugs and later advised to
undertake appropriate back
strengthening exercises.
The intervertebral discs are disc shaped
pads which have a tough outer surface
and a more supple elastic type core. They
act as shock absorbers between the
vertebral bones. As we get older these
discs tend to dry out, giving rise to
degenerative disc disease, which is often
completely symptom free and is
frequently given far too much significance
by patients and advocates when it is coincidentally reported in MRI scans.
Nonetheless, they may be associated with
recurrent back pain and sporadic radiation
of the pain down to one or both legs,
(Cont’d from page 7 )

extreme difficulties in the national
finances and anxiety about reduced birth
rates and increased life expectancy,
heightened by alarmist and often illinformed articles in the media which view
www.iarco.info

caused by irritation of the spinal nerve
roots passing through narrowing of the
exit spaces between the vertebral bones
and by back muscle spasm. Treatment
remains the same as with simple back
pain, often supplemented by an active
physiotherapy programme and an
expectation of resumption of normal
activities.
In a small proportion of cases an
intervertebral disc may herniate or “slip”
into one of these passageways between
two vertebral bones, and through which a
nerve trunk from the spinal column to the
lower limb passes. This puts sustained
pressure on the nerve and is usually
associated with an identifiable strain or
trauma. There is severe pain down a
particular track of one leg, always going
below the level of the knee and often to
the foot. This pain is typically described as
being worse in the leg than in the back.
There may also be areas of numbness in
the thigh, calf or foot and/or loss of
power in some of the leg movements. The
distribution of pain and numbness
depends on the particular nerve trunk or
“root” affected. When the very lowest
root is trapped there can be loss of
sensation and control of the urinary and
bowel area and this is always regarded as
a surgical emergency.
The diagnosis of nerve root entrapment
by a prolapsed disc is confirmed by MRI
scan and treatment is usually surgical, by
an orthopaedic or neuro surgeon. Some
cases, however, are better treated
conservatively with epidural injections
and a physiotherapy programme but this
is best assessed by the attending
specialist.
defined benefit public sector pensions as
unaffordable extravagances for a
privileged minority. Public sector
pensioners will be in a real battle in the
coming years to maintain their living
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There are, of course, more complicated
and usually chronic back problems that
are generally referred on by the
orthopaedic/neuro surgeons to a pain
management specialist.
A word of caution, however, to older
retirees. New back pain in older people
can be significant. Many cancers
metastasise (develop secondaries) to
bone. Consequently, new bone pain in
older people can be the first presentation
of a malignancy, such as prostate or lung
cancer, or be the first sign of reactivation
of a previously treated cancer condition. It
may also be due to bone collapse as a
result of osteoporosis, a condition that is
rarer, but not that unusual, in men than in
women. The advice, then, must be that
new back pain or severe back pain after a
fall, that does not settle quickly, in over 55
year olds, should be taken very seriously
and is a justifiable reason for early back
Xray.

standards and ARCO, in combination
where appropriate with other retired staff
associations, can play a key role in
seeking a fair outcome for retired
Defence Force officers.

